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Abstract: Spectral-domain optical coherence phase microscopy (SD-
OCPM) measures minute phase changes in transparent biological specimens 
using a common path interferometer and a spectrometer based optical 
coherence tomography system. The Fourier transform of the acquired 
interference spectrum in spectral-domain optical coherence tomography 
(SD-OCT) is complex and the phase is affected by contributions from 
inherent random noise. To reduce this phase noise, knowledge of the 
probability density function (PDF) of data becomes essential. In the present 
work, the intensity and phase PDFs of the complex interference signal are 
theoretically derived and the optical path length (OPL) PDF is 
experimentally validated. The full knowledge of the PDFs is exploited for 
optimal estimation (Maximum Likelihood estimation) of the intensity, 
phase, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in SD-OCPM. Maximum likelihood 
(ML) estimates of the intensity, SNR, and OPL images are presented for 
two different scan modes using Bovine Pulmonary Artery Endothelial 
(BPAE) cells. To investigate the phase accuracy of SD-OCPM, we 
experimentally calculate and compare the cumulative distribution functions 
(CDFs) of the OPL standard deviation and the square root of the Cramér-
Rao lower bound ( SNR2/1 ) over 100 BPAE images for two different 
scan modes. The correction to the OPL measurement by applying ML 
estimation to SD-OCPM for BPAE cells is demonstrated.  
©2008 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 
The development of phase imaging modalities may permit quantitative measurements on the 
structure and dynamics of cellular specimens [1-3]. Several phase imaging methods have been 
investigated including: 1) noninterferometric methods [4], 2) digital holographic microscopy 
[5], 3) full-field phase microscopy based on a programmable spatial light modulator [6], 4) 
Fourier fringe analysis [7], 5) and Hilbert transform [8]. Several quantitative phase imaging 
schemes in reflection by utilizing either time-domain [3] or Fourier-domain (swept 
source/spectral-domain) optical coherence tomography (SS/SD-OCT) have also been 
proposed [9-11]. 
The recent application of SD-OCT to phase measurement has resulted in significant 
improvements in phase stability, sensitivity, and speed compared with those of time-domain 
OCT based systems [12]. In many applications, however, especially those with low signal to 
noise ratio (SNR), the phase sensitivity decreases, making it difficult to measure nanometer-
scale path length and refractive index differences that are required to characterize organelle 
structure and function.  
In this paper, we formulate a theory for the probability distribution function (PDF) for the 
phase and intensity in spectral-domain optical coherence phase microscopy (SD-OCPM) [10] 
and demonstrate a good agreement between the theoretical and experimental PDFs. Moreover, 
we theoretically and experimentally depict the phase sensitivity of SD-OCPM as a function of 
SNR. Previously, the fundamental uncertainty limits on frequency/phase estimation precision 
in Doppler-OCT/OCT in the case of additive noise have been reported by using either the 
Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) or phasor noise analysis [13-14]. We show that the phase 
sensitivity approaches the square root of CRLB at high SNR; however, the square root of the 
CRLB is not valid for predicting the phase sensitivity either at low SNR or for an optical path 
length (OPL) equal to an integer number of half the center wavelength. In addition, we have 
developed a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator for optimal estimation of phase, intensity, 
and SNR in SD-OCT. We show via simulation that the ML estimator outperforms the 
conventional mean estimator in terms of phase precision. We present ML estimated Bovine 
Pulmonary Artery Endothelial (BPAE) cell intensity, SNR, and OPL images for two different 
scan modes. To investigate phase precision of our SD-OCPM using two different scan modes, 
the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of OPL standard deviation and the square root of 
the CRLB over 100 images are calculated and compared. Finally, we validate our proposed 
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ML estimator by acquiring 100 quantitative phase contrast images of a BPAE cell using SD-
OCPM for two scan modes and show the improved measured phase by the ML estimator. 
2. Probability density functions of intensity and phase  
Fourier transform of the interference spectrum received from a SD-OCPM system is 
intrinsically complex-valued, and represents the magnitude (ρ) and phase (θ) at a certain 
location and time. The actual complex value (S) can be corrupted by the addition of a white 
(circular symmetric) complex Gaussian variable (N), giving the measured complex value X 
expressed as, 
NeNSX j +=+= θρ                                                         (1) 
RRRR NNSX +=+= )cos(θρ                                                   (2) 
IIII NNSX +=+= )sin(θρ                                                    (3) 
with ρ  and θ  the magnitude and phase of the actual complex value S. The joint probability 
distribution function of the real parts, XR(SR,σ), and the imaginary part, XI(SI,σ), of the 
corrupted data is given by,  
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with σ characterizing the magnitude of the noise. To find the PDFs of the amplitude and 
phase of the corrupted data, we define the real and imaginary parts in the polar coordinate 
system 
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By using a bivariate transformation, Eq. (4) can be written as 
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The marginal PDF of the intensity (I=R2) is given by [15],  
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The marginal PDF of the measured signal phase (0≤φ<2π) is extracted by, 
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By defining the random variable u=(R-ρ cos(φ-θ))/σ, Eq. (9) can be written as 
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The marginal PDF of the phase is given by,  
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where the signal to noise ratio is defined as SNR=ρ2/(2σ2), and I0(.), and Q(.) are the zeroth 
order modified Bessel function and Q function, respectively. Using upper and lower bounds 
on the Q function [15], we can show the marginal PDF of the phase is bounded by two 
analytical expressions as follows:  
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When (φ-θ) is equal to π/2 or3π/2, the marginal PDF of the phase is equal to (exp (-
SNR))/2π. Using Eq. (12), the marginal PDF of the phase approaches a uniform distribution 
over [0, 2π] for low SNR values. For high SNR values, the derived inequalities (13-14) show 
that the marginal PDF of the phase can be approximated as follows: 
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Figure 1(a)-(b) shows the derived PDF of the corrupted phase (φ) in Eq. (12) for different 
true phase values (θ) at two different SNR values. As shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(b), when either 
SNR decreases or the true phase value approaches zero or 2π, the PDF broadens due to the 
branch cut at 0 modulo 2π and causes an increase in the measured phase variance (or standard 
deviation). At a SNR equal to 20 dB (CRLB=0.005), the calculated phase variances using Eq. 
(12) were 0.005 and 8.35 rad2 for the true phase values π/4 and π/100, respectively. When the 
SNR was decreased to 6 dB (CRLB=0.126), the phase variances were calculated to be 0.74 
and 4.97 rad2 for the true phase values π/4 and π/10, respectively. In this scenario, there is a 
significant difference between the exact phase sensitivity (standard deviation) and the reported 
fundamental uncertainty limits on the estimated phase ( SNR2/1 ) using the CRLB [13]. 
3. Maximum likelihood estimator 
The most intuitive way of estimating data is mean estimation without a priori knowledge of 
the data PDF. While several estimation methods have been proposed [15-16], ML estimators 
are known to be consistent and asymptotically efficient. In addition, if there exists an unbiased 
estimator of which the variance attains the CRLB, it is given by the ML estimator [17]. 
Considering a set of N independent, Gaussian distributed, complex data points, the joint PDF 
of the complex data, pc is simply the product of the PDFs of these data points: 
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Fig. 1.The theoretical PDF of the corrupted phase (φ) for different true phase values at (a) 
SNR= 6 dB and (b) SNR=20 dB. 
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The resulting PDF is called the Likelihood function L [18]. The ML estimate of each 
parameter is found by maximizing L with respect to that parameter [18]. To simplify 
maximizing L, we may work with the natural logarithm of pc, which is a monotonic function. 
Thus,  
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The ML estimates of amplitude (intensity), phase, and variance are found by maximizing 
Log L, with respect to these variables. At the maximum, the first order derivatives of Log L 
with respect to these variables are zero. From the resulting equations, ML estimators of the 
amplitude, phase, and variance are found to be:  
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It can be seen that the ML estimates in Eqs. (18-21) are given by the vector summation of 
the N measurements in the complex plane. 
4. Experimental and simulation results   
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the SD-OCPM system employed in the experiment. A 
broadband 800 nm (λ0) Kerr-lens mode-locked laser (~130 nm in FWHM, FemtoLasers, 
Austria) was employed for high resolution OCPM. The OCPM system was described in detail 
in Ref [10]. Briefly, the OCPM beam passed through the XY beam scanners, and was 
introduced into the inverted microscope (Axiovert 200, Carl Zeiss) through its back port. The 
beam was then magnified by a telescope composed of the scan and tube lenses, and delivered 
to the specimen through the microscope objective (NeoFluar 20×, NA: 0.5, Carl Zeiss). For  
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OCPM imaging, the reflection from the bottom surface of a coverslip served as the reference, 
whereas the back-scattered waves from the focal volume inside the specimen were the 
measurement fields. The back-scattered beams were reflected by the dichroic mirror, and 
coupled back to the fiber for the interference spectrum measurement. 
The interference signals were detected by a high-speed spectrometer, where A-line rates 
were set to 5 and 10 kHz with different duty cycles (integration times). The measured 
spectrum was then Fourier-transformed to obtain complex data (intensity and quantitative 
phase information) at the focal location. SD-OCPM generated the structural and phase images 
of the specimen, as the beam scanned the specimen with the galvanometer XY scanners and 
the piezo-electric transducer (PZT). The OPL, optical path length difference between the 
reference and sample beams, is given by:  
),(
4
),( 0 yxyxOPL φ
π
λ
=     .                                          (22) 
The lateral resolution of SD-OCPM was measured as 0.75 μm at the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM), and the axial resolution, which is the combination of confocal and 
coherence gatings, was found as 2.58 μm through the measurement of the intensity at the 
corresponding depth as a mirror surface moves along the optical axis. 
To show and validate the PDF of the OPL (phase) and the exact OPL sensitivity for each 
SNR value, we acquired 655360 data points by illuminating a stationary cover slip at an A-
line rate of 10 kHz. The integration time (τ) of CCD camera per A-line was set at different 
values to control the SNR. Figure 3(a) shows a shifted histogram of the measured OPLs and 
theoretically derived PDF (Eq. (12)) at SNR~58 dB (τ=25 μs). While the mean value of the 
measured OPLs was 222.396 nm, the histogram of the measured OPLs and the derived PDF 
were offset to zero nm. Figure 3(b) shows the experimental and theoretical results for the OPL 
standard deviation as a function of the measured SNR for OPL~222 nm. Figure 3(c) shows the 
theoretically predicted standard deviation of the OPL as a function of SNR for different OPLs. 
It is clear the sensitivity degrades when SNR decreases. In addition, when the true value of the 
OPL approaches an integer number of half the center wavelength (branch cuts= {0 nm, 400 
nm,…}) the OPL standard deviation increases. At very small OPL values (for example 
OPL=3 nm), the standard deviation increased with increasing SNR, which can be explained 
by a PDF of the phase that became narrower around 0 and 2π with a mean phase value of 
approximately π, as depicted in Figs. 1(a)-1(b). The standard deviation gradually decreased 
again when the PDF of the phase became asymmetric with a mean shifting towards zero when 
the SNR increased further. Figure 3(d) shows that the OPL standard deviation deviates from 
the square root of the CRLB at low SNR and OPL values close to an integer number of half 
the center wavelength.   
Microscope
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the SD-OCPM system. C: Collimator, PBS: polarizing beam 
splitter, SL: scan lens, TL: tube lens, DM: dichroic mirror, and PZT: piezo-electric transducer. 
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Fig. 3. (a). Histogram of the measured OPLs and the theoretical PDF of the OPL. (b) The OPL 
sensitivity as a function of SNR. (c) The OPL standard deviation as a function of SNR for 
different OPL values. (d) The theoretical difference between the OPL standard deviation and 
the square root of the CRLB as a function of SNR. 
In statistics, the precision of an estimator is determined by the spread of the estimates 
when the experiment is repeated under identical conditions, and is represented by the standard 
deviation or the variance of the estimator. We considered the root mean-squared error 
(RMSE=√MSE) as a performance criterion. To find the precision of the ML and mean 
estimators, we simulated and calculated the RMSE of the two estimators for several phase 
mesurements. The sample data points (simulated OPL values) were divided into M sets of N 
data points, and we applied the ML and mean estimators to each set of data. Finally, we 
calculated the RMSE of each estimator by using the estimated OPLs for each set and the true 
OPL value for at least 65533 datasets. 
The simulation results in Fig. 4 show the precision of the ML and mean estimators as a 
function of data points (N). At SNR=10 dB, true OPL value of 25 nm (θ=π/8), and N=100, the 
RMSE of the ML and mean estimators were 1.4 nm and 18.7 nm, respectively. The simulation 
results show that the ML method outperforms the mean method. For example, the precision of 
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Fig. 4. The simulated precision of the ML and mean estimators as a function of data points at 
SNR=10 dB and true OPL=25 nm.  
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the ML and mean estimators were 2.2 nm and 58.2 nm at SNR=6 dB, true OPL value of 25 
nm, and N=100, respectively.   
5. Images   
We assessed the performance of the ML estimator by imaging a prepared BPAE cell using the 
experimental set up depicted in Fig. 2. The cells were fixed and did not exhibit any motion 
during the measurements. The system magnification and scanning speed gave an image size 
256×256 pixels over a 172 μm×172 μm field of view (FOV). In order to acquire several 
images, we employed two different scanning modes, which will be referred to as the MB-scan 
and the BM scan. In OCT, an A-scan refers to a single reflectivity depth scan in the sample. A 
B-scan is the 2D cross sectional OCT image constructed from multiple A-scans taken over 
different transverse positions. An M-scan refers to multiple A-scans taken over time at the 
same transverse location. Using the same terminology, an MB-scan is a term used to describe 
multiple M-scans taken over different transverse positions to create a 2D OCT image of M 
scans. A BM-scan on the other hand is multiple B-scans taken over time for the same 
transverse scan region. In the MB-scan, the beam was positioned at a desired location of the 
specimen, and 120 spectra were acquired for 24 ms at an A-line rate of 5 kHz. Since the 
settling time of the scanners was ~2 ms, the latter 100 out of 120 spectra were chosen to avoid 
the effect of scanner settling dynamics on the phase measurement. In the MB-scan mode, the 
total acquisition time was 26 min for an image size of 256×256 pixels at 5 kHz A-line rate. In 
the BM-scan, the total acquisition time was 22 min for the same MB-scan image size and 5 
kHz A-line rate. To examine the spatial phase stability for the MB and BM scan modes, we 
obtained 100 phase images of a coverslip and measured the standard deviation across a field 
of view of 43μm×43μm with 70×70 pixels. The measured standard deviations across the field 
of view were measured to be 1.7 nm and 2.0 nm in air at an SNR~30 dB for the MB and BM 
scan modes, respectively. The measured standard deviation increases in BM scan mode, 
which is due to reliance on the repeatability of the scanner pattern.  
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Fig. 5. ML estimated intensities of the BPAE cell in the (a) BM and (b) MB scan modes. ML 
estimated SNRs of the BPAE cell in the (c) BM and (d) MB scan modes. 
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Figures 5(a)-5(d) represents the ML estimated intensities and SNRs of the BPAE cell by 
taking 100 images using the BM and MB scan modes. The degradation in the measured 
intensity and SNR in the BM scan mode could be attributed to the transverse position error of 
the scanner. Using the SNR map, we are able to identify those cell areas where the phase 
measurement accuracy was degraded by poor SNR.  
Figure 6(a) shows the quantitative ML estimated OPL image of the BPAE cell by taking 
100 images in the MB scan mode. To determine the accuracy of our OPL images, we 
calculated the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the OPL sensitivity based on the 
square root of the CRLB and the standard deviation over all pixels of 100 images for the BM 
and MB scan modes. The square root of the CRLB ( SNR2/1 ) and the OPL standard 
deviation at each pixel were calculated using the ML estimated SNR and OPL in Eq. (21) and 
Eqs. (19, 22), respectively.  
Figures 6(b)-6(c) shows CDFs for two different modes. The probability of an OPL 
standard deviation less than 2 nm was ~0.9, which was 0.05 less than the probability of 
√CRLB in the MB scan mode.  However, the probability of an OPL standard deviation less 
than 2 nm was 0 in the BM scan mode. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the OPL standard deviation of 
the BM scan had an offset ~ 3 nm due to the transverse position error of the scanner. The 
probability of √CRLB < 2 nm in the BM scan mode was ~0.8, which is 0.15 less than the MB 
scan.  
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Fig. 6. (a). The quantitative ML estimated OPL image of the BPAE cell using the BM scan 
mode. Cumulative distribution functions of OPL sensitivity based on the square root of the 
CRLB ( SNR2/1 ) in blue and standard deviation over 100 images in red for (b) BM and 
(c) MB scans. 
Figures 7(a)-7(b) shows the OPL standard deviation image over of a BPAE cell using the 
BM and MB scans, respectively. The high standard deviation area matches the low SNR value 
pattern in Figs. 5(c)-5(d). 
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                               (a)                                                              (b) 
Fig. 7. The quantitative OPL standard deviation image of the BPAE cell using the ML 
estimator in (a) BM and (b) MB scan modes. 
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To quantify the OPL (phase) correction using the ML and mean estimators, we calculated 
the magnitude OPL differences of the ML estimated images and one of the BPAE images in 
each scan mode. Figure 8(a)-8(b) represents the magnitudes of the OPL correction using ML 
estimators in the BM and MB scan modes. Using ML estimation over 100 images, the mean 
OPL corrections were 7 nm and 10 nm in the MB and BM-scan modes over 256×256 pixels, 
respectively.  The mean corrections increased by a factor of 3 over one of the BPAE cells. 
Figure 8 and Figs. 5(c)-5(d) show that the corrections were mostly applied to the pixels 
located at OPLs equal to an integer number of half the center wavelength (ring pattern in the 
cell image) with low SNR where the noise dominated the signal strength. The resulting pattern 
in Fig. 8 also shows that the ML estimator improved the transverse position error which was 
due to repeatability of the B-scan pattern in the BM scan mode.  
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Fig. 8. The magnitude of the corrected OPL (⎟OPL-OPLML⎜using the ML estimator in (a) BM 
and (b) MB scan modes.  
We believe this method is applicable for quantitative phase imaging methods where high 
phase sensitivity is required under low SNR conditions. Subsurface phase imaging can be one 
example where the structure of interest is imbedded in a turbid or transparent media. This 
method is not appropriate for dynamic samples with small time constants (rapid processes). 
Different time separations between two phase measures over a given pixel using BM and MB-
scan modes may enable us to image dynamic samples with different large time constants 
(slow processes). 
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